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Manage your business in a dedicated workspace
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Scale your logistics from a larger space







Workspace
Ship and work from modern spaces


[image: ]Office Spaces
Run your business in a dedicated workspace
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Scale your logistics from a larger space



Logistics Services
[image: ]Shipping and Receiving
Staff receive your inventory and ship packages


[image: Hands icon]eForce
Skilled teams to help with your shipping tasks


[image: ]Flex Storage
Store inventory in secured space


[image: Box on a loading dock]Equipment Rentals
Furnish your suite and elevate your space




Community Amenities
[image: ]Content Studio
Photograph, capture, and record content


[image: ]Conference Rooms
Ace your next pitch and take meetings


[image: ]Daily Workspace Rentals
Book extra space when you need it


[image: ]Premium Access
Access locations 24/7 and reserve parking



Not sure where to start? Let us help.
Talk to an expert
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Fulfillment
A nationwide network built for ecommerce
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Let us ship your ecommerce orders
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Not sure where to start? Let us help.
Talk to an expert





Fulfillment Services
[image: Truck icon]About Our Network
Learn about the Saltbox advantage
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Designed to scale with you



[image: ]Getting Started
Quick and easy onboarding


[image: ]Integrations
Connect your channels and marketplaces



Not sure where to start? Let us help.
talk to an expert
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📦 Introducing Parsel in Atlanta: On-demand doorstep pickups and exclusive access to ecommerce carriers.  
Learn more

404 error
Roadblock ahead.
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Let’s head back to a page that does. If you need further assistance please contact us.
back to homepage
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Stay updated with our newsletter
Get alerts on new locations, free education for business owners, and more - all neatly packed, shipped, and delivered straight to your inbox. 
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